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     I am very pleased to present the exciting article on the proposed Hungarian war  
medals in this issue, thanks to Dr. Gergely Sallay and the Hungarian Military History 
Institute and Museum. The Magyar Front is known for publishing new and rarely    en-
countered material – this theme has never been covered in English, and some of the im-
ages are presented here for the very first time. 
     This issue also features an introduction to our 2014-2018 centenary initiatives. Next 
year we will begin focus on the part Austria-Hungary played in the First World War, 
and we already have some exciting things in store, like a special logo and plans for a 
commemorative medal. 
     Some time ago, I called for ideas for centenary projects, and the first one is already 
being planned. IHMHPS member Ákos Bíró has initiated restoration work on an      
important monument, and I would like to ask you all to have a look at the enclosed 
“General Bauer Memorial Project” brochure – and please consider supporting this    
worthy cause. 
     Ákos has set the bar high for this first endeavour, however, I see that as an exciting 
challange for all of us!  Over the next few years, we can take our interest in history – 
whether it takes the form of a presentation or an exhibition, publishing research, or 
rediscovering and sharing our collections with others – and turn our passions and 
hobbies into significant contirbutions to the remembrance of the Great War. 
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      The IHMHPS 2014-2018 Commemorative Cross will be manufactured and awarded over the 
2014-2018 centenary years.  It will be a 35mm black-enamelled, gold cross inspired by the Austro-
Hungarian World War I frontline service medal, the Troops’ Cross (Károly csapatkereszt in          
Hungarian, Karl Truppenkreuz in German), issued by the monarch from 1916. 
     The unique tri-fold 40mm ribbon also pays homage to the past - the apple-green will represent the 
colour of the badges of the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association, while the black will represent 
mourning of the tragedy that was the First World War.  
 

IHMHPS members will be awarded the IHMHPS 2014-2018 Commemorative Cross: 
 

If they have significantly contributed to the understanding of a particular field 
of Hungarian and/or Austro-Hungarian World War I military history; 

 

Or, if they have initiated and developed an IHMHPS 2014-2018 commemorative project; 
 

Or, if they have earned a total of 5 credits* toward the issue of the 
IHMHPS 2014-2018 Commemorative Cross. 

 
Non-members are also eligible: 

 

If they earn a total of 5 credits toward the issue of the IHMHPS 2014-2018 Commemorative Cross; 
 

Or, if they have significantly contributed to the understanding of a particular field of Hungarian and/or 
Austro-Hungarian World War I military history, and regularly work in cooperation with the IHMHPS; 

 

Or, if they have initiated and developed an IHMHPS 2014-2018 commemorative project. 
 
 *Throughout the years of the World War I centenary, there will be many opportunities to earn 
credits for the IHMHPS 2014-2018 Commemorative Cross.  Our fundraising drives and other 

projects and activities will provide a wide range of options for our members and non-members. 

THE IHMHPS 2014-2018 COMMEMORATIVE CROSS 

DESIGN/ILLUSTRATION BY PETER CZINK 

The special IHMHPS 
centenary insignia 

The IHMHPS 2014-2018 
Commemorative Cross 
and its ribbon colours 
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The World War III Medal Project 
of  the Hungarian People’s Republic 

While Hungary, as a country of the Socialist Bloc (or in Communist terminology the “peace 
camp”) was officially striving for lasting peace, the country’s political and military leadership 

made thorough preparations for, among others, a special series of military medals to be instituted 
without delay and to be awarded for battlefield merit in case a Third World War broke out in the 

1960s. Luckily, there was no need for the introduction and use of the Hungarian People’s 
Republic’s “wartime medals” during the Cold War years, and finally their specimens have 

become mementoes of a politically tense period. The medal prototypes can be found in a number 
of private and public collections today, but the unique documentation regarding the preparations 

made for their institution and production, including original artwork, is preserved in the 
Hungarian Military History Archives and the Military History Museum. For decades since the 

political changes took place in 1989–1990, several questions about these medals remained 
unanswered, including basic ones referring to the exact date of the project. With the help of the 

abovementioned documents, some of the mysteries have recently been solved and now the 
research results are shared with the readers of the Magyar Front. 

by Gergely Pál Sallay 

At the top of this page: 
Designs for the insignia of the Hero of the Hungarian People’s Republic.  Although there are five different 
variations, it is clear that the artist was obliged to reproduce the insignia of the Hero of the Soviet Union. 

From the five designs the central one was accepted and this high-ranking decoration was instituted and manufactured 
in this form in 1979, the year the Soviet-Hungarian space flight was planned to take place. It was the only one of the 

“Third World War medals” that came to fruition, although not as a decoration awarded for battlefield merit. 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY 
HISTORY INSTITUTE 

AND MUSEUM 
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Right, above 
and below: 

 

Some of the designs 
for the War Medal that 

were not accepted by 
the decision makers.  

 
Detail, below: 

 

The reverse of 
the medal is featured, 
which simply displays 
the 1957 Hungarian 
state coat-of-arms. 

 
All four ribbon 

designs emphasise the 
Hungarian national 

colours. 
 

Note the third 
medal’s ribbon: 
such a vertical 
central stripe is 

illogical, as a 
triangular shaped 

ribbon is just a folded 
version of a straight 

ribbon, and so a 
central stripe should 

run across it. 
(This illogical mistake 
can also be observed 

in the case of the 
medal “For the 

Country’s Meritorious 
Service,” which was 

an existing decoration 
during that period.) 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 
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Right, above 
and below: 

 

Four other designs 
for the War Medal, 

the last of which was 
accepted as the basis 
for item description 

and production. 
 

Note that the first 
medal’s ribbon is 

identical to that of a 
Horthy-era medal 

ribbon: when awarded 
to military personnel 
such was the ribbon 

of the Hungarian 
Medals with the Holy 

Crown, popularly 
called the Signum 
Laudis. No wonder 
this ribbon design 
was not accepted 

in the 1960s. 
It would be 

interesting to know 
whether the artist was 

aware of this fact. 
 

Detail, below: 
 

The reverse of 
the medal is featured, 
which simply displays 
the 1957 Hungarian 
state coat-of-arms. 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 
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     The Hungarian People’s Army was not deployed in any 
armed conflict during the Cold War period against NATO 
troops, but it is a well-known fact today that Hungarian   
military units, according to the Warsaw Pact’s operational 
planning, were supposed to reach Austrian and North Italian 
destinations in case a war broke out in Europe. Such actions 
might have provided opportunities for Hungarian soldiers to 
carry out acts of battlefield gallantry, the recognition of 
which would not have been possible through the existing 
system of orders, decorations and medals of the country.  
The reason for that lay in the fact that Hungary’s post-1945 
decoration scheme, in the spirit of striving to preserve world 
peace, was only suitable to recognise peacetime merit. Un-
like several other countries in the world, Hungary had to part 
with her old medal traditions after the Second World War, 
and the Hungarian awards system was completely   renewed 
for political reasons – following a Soviet model. Since the 
country’s situation did not necessitate the          introduction 
of new gallantry awards, only general service medals were 
instituted for the military and other uniformed organisations. 
That remained so until the fall of the regime, at least on the 
surface. 
     In the background, however, preparations were made for 

Above: 
One of the few existing 

specimens of the insignia of the 
Hero of the People’s Republic of Hungary 

(shown actual size) 

The Golden Star insignia of the Hero of Socialist Labour instituted in 1953 (above left) and the Hero of the 
People’s Republic of Hungary, which was meant to be instituted in case a new world war broke out (above right). 

These illustrations show the hand-painted artwork of the “Third World War medal project.” 
Both “Hero” medals were modelled on existing Soviet decorations with similar names. 

PÉTER SZIKITS PHOTO 
HUNGARIAN MILITARY 

HISTORY INSTITUTE 
AND MUSEUM 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 
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a possible war; the People’s Army was continuously modern-
ised and plans were outlined for various wartime scenarios. 
The decisions regarding such highly confidential issues   
were made by the Defence Committee (Honvédelmi 
Bizottság), a top-secret body functioning alongside the  
Council of Ministers, which was not even known to officially 
exist until it was briefly mentioned in the new Defence Act 
in 1976. 
     One of the issues discussed by the committee was the      
wartime service of Hungarian soldiers, which included      
the question of gallantry awards. The archival documents 
that shed light on this topic date from the mid 1960s. The       
Defence Committee’s decree of 16 September 1965 included 
two drafts - one on decorations to be instituted and awarded 
by the Presidential Council, and another on medals to be 
established and bestowed by the Council of Ministers. Here 
it is necessary to mention that in the Hungarian People’s 
Republic orders, decorations and medals were instituted and 
awarded at various levels. The highest-ranking decorations 
(orders of merit) were established and bestowed by the  Pres-
idential Council, whereas lesser decorations (service medals, 
for instance) were instituted by the Council of    Ministers 
and awarded at a ministerial level. 
     The two drafts issued as part of the Defence Committee’s 

The Hungarian Order of Liberty, which was originally instituted in 1946 and then re-instituted in 1957 
as a two-grade decoration, would have been completed by a Gold Grade to become a three-grade medal 

in case of a Third World War. A specimen of the Bronze Grade can be seen below. 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 

PÉTER SZIKITS PHOTO 
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decree specified the decorations that could be awarded for 
members of the armed forces during wartime. A number of 
new decorations were featured in the text and already      
existing medals were to be significantly modified.  The drafts 
also listed existing decorations that would have been award-
ed in their original form for wartime merit, only the phrasing 
on eligibility would have been changed in their case. 
     The highest-ranking wartime bravery award to be       
instituted was the Hero of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 
a Hungarian version of the Hero of the Soviet Union.  The 
Hungarian Order of Liberty, a decoration originally instituted 
in two grades in 1946 and then re-instituted after the        
suppression of the 1956 Revolution, was to be awarded 
again, this time in three grades. Similar to that, the Order of 
the Red Star, which was established as a single-class medal 
in 1953, would have become a three-grade decoration.       
On the governmental level there were two new medals to be 
introduced, namely the Medal of Bravery (in three grades) 
and the War Medal (a commemorative medal). 
     The committee’s otherwise detailed decree from 1965 did 
not include the medal descriptions yet. The reason for that 
must have been the fact that their designs were still in     pro-
cess. The artist who made the artwork for the new     decora-

The Order of the Red Star was instituted as a single-class decoration in 1953. 
Yellow central stripes would have been added to the normally plain red ribbon in case it would be awarded 

in a new world-war as a three-class medal, the number of stripes referring to the grade. 
The length of the rays surrounding the coat-of-arms in the centre of the insignia would have indicated the same. 

A specimen of the Third Grade of the Order is shown above. 

PÉTER SZIKITS PHOTO 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 
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tions was István Pakurár, a civilian employee of the Ministry 
of Defence, who designed several military medals, badges 
and other awardable items from the 1960s to the early 1990s. 
It is known from the artwork preserved in the       Hungarian 
Military History Museum that he made numerous designs for 
each new “wartime decoration,” from which the decision 
makers later chose the ones to serve as the basis for descrip-
tions and production. This must have taken place in late 1966 
or early 1967, as a new “top secret” decree was issued by the 
Defence Committee on 23 February 1967,  already including 
the medal descriptions and the schedule of the production of 
medals and their ribbons. 
     The new decorations fitted the already existing Hungarian 
medal scheme in style. They displayed five-pointed stars and 
the national coat-of-arms introduced in 1957, with most of 
their ribbons emphasising the national colours.  The highest-
ranking of the war medals, the Hero of the Hungarian      
People’s Republic followed the design of its model, the Hero 
of the Soviet Union, its red ribbon, however, was             
ornamented with the traditional national-coloured “wolves’ 
teeth” pattern, which had been characterising the military 
flags of the country for over a century. 

     The design of the Hungarian Order of Liberty, the silver 
and bronze grades of which were to be completed by a gold 
grade in case of war, had hardly been changed; the only   
difference compared to its two previous versions was its 
plain reverse. (In 1946, the medal’s reverse displayed the 
Hungarian coat-of-arms without a crown, whereas the 1957 
version had the then new coat-of-arms engraved.) 
     The Order of the Red Star, which was to be extended to 
become a three-grade decoration when awarded in wartime, 
was the least Hungarian-looking medal in the project. Its 
yellow-striped red ribbon and its insignia consisting of a five 
pointed red star ornamented by golden rays, resembled some 
Vietnamese or North Korean medal designs. 
     For the two new government decorations several designs 
were made. The one selected for the three-grade Bravery 
Medal was the least modern of the ones drawn by the artist, 
its main peculiarity was the ribbon that featured a modified 
“wolves’ teeth” design in the Hungarian national colours. 
Finally, the War Medal was chosen to display a battlefield 
scene, while its reverse showed the country’s coat-of-arms. It 
should be pointed out that this was the only one of the 
“WWIII medals” that would not have had a plain reverse, 

Designs for the Bravery Medal, Part I. The central motif is an odd triangular version of the 
Hungarian People’s Army’s troop flag with national-colour “wolves’ teeth” on the edges. 

Rather unusually the points of the flag stretch over the rim of the medal. 
The overall design on the obverse makes the medal resemble an ordinary sports medal of the period. 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 
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which was rather uncommon in the Socialist period when 
most, if not all, of the official medals had only one side elab-
orated. 
     It is quite interesting that no wound medal was planned to 
be introduced as part of the medal project. 
     From the available documents it seems that specimens of 
the new medals were manufactured in 1968, while the     
ribbons seem to have been produced no sooner than the   
following year. It remains an unanswered question as to how 
many sets of the “war decorations” were made. There are 
more than a dozen sets known to be preserved in private and 
public collections, one complete assortment being kept in the 
Hungarian Military History Museum in a large case holding 
all 17 medals to be awarded in wartime, which is supposed to 
have been made for the purpose of presentation to decision 
makers. 
     The decrees of the Defence Committee quoted above also 
specified the places of the proposed war medals in the order 
of precedence, which shows how thoroughly the project was 
prepared, and that there must have been no time restraints for 
the elaboration of the scheme. That might also serve as a 

proof for the supposition that the “World War III medal   
project” was not a response to one particular international 
event, but rather part of the war preparations necessitated by 
the permanent tension between the East and West in the Cold 
War. 
     Luckily, there was no need to implement the plans, but 
one element of the project came to life after all.  The title of 
the Hero of the Hungarian People’s Republic was instituted 
in 1979, the year of the proposed Soviet-Hungarian        
space flight, which only took place later in 1980.  As a result 
of the successful space travel, cosmonauts Bertalan Farkas 
(holding a captain’s rank in the Hungarian People’s Army) 
and Valeri Kubasov were awarded the highest-ranking   
Hungarian decoration of the period. 
     With only two recipients, the medal is one of the rarest 
Hungarian awards of all time. Certainly, in 1979, when the 
decoration was officially instituted to be awarded for astro-
nautical merit, very few people knew that over a decade  
earlier the medal was meant to be instituted to honour less 
peaceful activities. 

Designs for the Bravery Medal, Part II. With its curved sides the red star looks like a flower. 
That, together with the very colourful ribbon, made this design rather unsuitable for the purpose. 

This version, just like the one on the facing page, was rejected by the Defence Committee. 
The inscription Bátorságért means “For Bravery.” 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 
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Above: 
Designs for the Bravery Medal, Part III. 

This version was similar in style to the military 
medals of the period, which must have been one 
of the reasons why it was finally chosen by the 

Defence Committee. 
The crossed firearms in the centre made 
the medal appropriate to be awarded for 

battlefield merit and the ribbons of the three 
grades represented both the national colours 

and the widely known “wolves’ teeth” pattern 
of the traditional Hungarian troop flags.  

 

At left: A specimen of the bronze grade of the medal. 
 

Facing Page (above): 
The accepted designs for the obverse and reverse 
of the War Medal, and a specimen (on the upper 

left of the page) preserved in the Hungarian Military 
History Museum’s Numismatic Collection. 

 

Facing Page (below): 
Some of the artwork featured in this issue as 
the decision makers would have seen them 
(individual medals have been isolated and 

enlarged for the purpose of clarity).  
Gouache on paper, mounted on 
heavy 35cm x 42cm cardstock. 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 

PÉTER SZIKITS PHOTO 
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HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY 
HISTORY INSTITUTE 

AND MUSEUM 

PÉTER SZIKITS PHOTO 

The War Medal would 
have been awarded to 

all participants of a possible 
Third World War. 

 

The portrayal of jet fighters 
and an infantryman 

with rolled-up sleeves 
throwing a hand grenade 

in the same scene made this 
design rather surreal. 

HUNGARIAN MILITARY 
HISTORY INSTITUTE 

AND MUSEUM 
 

PÉTER SZIKITS PHOTOS 
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A fictional order of precedence including the 
Third World War decorations from the late 1960s 

 
 Medals that would have been newly instituted and awarded in case a Third World War 

broke out are indicated by bold and italic letters, whereas already existing medals that could 
also have been awarded for wartime merit are set in italics. 

 

Please note that certain lines include more than one medal.  There are two reasons for that: 
One is the dual nature of the Hungarian system of decorations during the Socialist period when 

similar yet different medals were awarded for the same level of civilian and military merit. 
 

The other reason is the replacement of some obsolete medals with new ones 
(the old ones having remained wearable).  Regarding lines 43, 46, 49 and 50, 

different Long Service Medals were issued for members of the land forces and the air force. 

1. Szocialista Munka Hőse 

2. Magyar Népköztársaság Hőse 

3. Magyar Népköztársaság Érdemrendje 

4. Magyar Népköztársaság Zászlórendje I. fokozata 

5. Szocialista Hazáért Érdemrend 

6. Magyar Népköztársasági Érdemrend I. fokozata 

7. Magyar Szabadság Érdemrend arany fokozata 

8. Kossuth Érdemrend I. osztálya 

9. Munka Vörös Zászló Érdemrendje – Vörös Zászló 

   Érdemrend 

10. Magyar Népköztársaság Zászlórendje II. fokozata 

11. Magyar Népköztársasági Érdemrend II. fokozata 

12. Magyar Szabadság Érdemrend ezüst fokozata 

13. Kossuth Érdemrend II. osztálya 

14. Munka Érdemrend arany fokozata – Munka Érdemrend –      

   Vörös Csillag Érdemrend 

15. Vörös Csillag Érdemrend I. fokozata 

16. Magyar Népköztársaság Zászlórendje III. fokozata 

17. Magyar Munka Érdemrend arany fokozata 

18. Magyar Népköztársasági Érdemrend III. fokozata 

19. Kossuth Érdemrend III. osztálya 

20. Magyar Népköztársaság Zászlórendje IV. fokozata 

21. Magyar Népköztársasági Érdemrend IV. fokozata 

22. Magyar Szabadság Érdemrend bronz fokozata 

23. Magyar Munka Érdemrend ezüst fokozata 

24. Magyar Népköztársaság Zászlórendje V. fokozata 

Hero of Socialist Labour 

Hero of the Hungarian People’s Republic 

Order of the Hungarian People’s Republic 

Order of the Banner of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 1st Grade 

Order “For a Socialist Country” 

Order of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 1st Grade 

Hungarian Order of Liberty, Gold Grade 

Kossuth Order, 1st Class 

Order of the Red Banner of Labour – Order of the Red Banner 

 

Order of the Banner of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 2nd Grade 

Order of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 2nd Grade 

Hungarian Order of Liberty, Silver Grade 

Kossuth Order, 2nd Class 

Order of Labour, Gold Grade – Order of Labour – Order of the Red  

   Star 

Order of the Red Star, 1st Grade 

Order of the Banner of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 3rd Grade 

Hungarian Order of Labour, Gold Grade 

Order of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 3rd Grade 

Kossuth Order, 3rd Class 

Order of the Banner of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 4th Grade 

Order of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 4th Grade 

Hungarian Order of Liberty, Bronze Grade 

Hungarian Order of Labour, Silver Grade 

Order of the Banner of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 5th Grade 



Order of the Hungarian People’s Republic, 5th Grade 

Order of Labour, Silver Grade – Medal of Socialist Labour –       

    Distinguished Service Order – Distinguished Service Medal  

 

Order of the Red Star, 2nd Grade 

Medal of Merit of the Hungarian People’s Republic, Gold Grade 

Hungarian Order of Labour, Bronze Grade 

Sport Medal of the Hungarian People’s Republic, Gold Grade 

Order of Labour, Bronze Grade – Medal of Labour – Meritorious  

   Service Medal 

Order of the Red Star, 3rd Grade 

Medal of Merit of the Hungarian People’s Republic, Silver Grade 

Hungarian Medal of Labour 

Sport Medal of the Hungarian People’s Republic, Silver Grade 

Medal of Merit of the Hungarian People’s Republic, Bronze Grade 

Sport Medal of the Hungarian People’s Republic, Bronze Grade 

1848-1948 Jubilee Medal 

Commemorative Medal of the 1919 Hungarian Soviet Republic 

Commemorative Medal “For the Workers’ and Peasants’ Rule” 

Bravery Medal, Gold Grade 

Medal “For the Country’s Meritorious Service,” Gold Grade 

Long Service Medal for 800 Flying Hours – Long Service Medal for  

   25 Years – Home Defence Medal for 25 Years 

Bravery Medal, Silver Grade 

Medal “For the Country’s Meritorious Service,” Silver Grade 

Long Service Medal for 550 Flying Hours – Long Service Medal for  

   20 Years – Home Defence Medal for 20 Years 

Bravery Medal, Bronze Grade 

Medal “For the Country’s Meritorious Service,” Bronze Grade 

Long Service Medal for 350 Flying Hours – Long Service Medal for    

   15 Years – Home Defence Medal for 15 Years 

Long Service Medal for 200 Flying Hours – Long Service Medal for  

   10 Years – Home Defence Medal for 10 Years 

War Medal 

Flood Prevention Medal 

Public Order Protection Medal, Gold Grade 

Fire Protection Medal, Gold Grade 

Public Order Protection Medal, Silver Grade 

Fire Protection Medal, Silver Grade 

Public Order Protection Medal, Bronze Grade 

Fire Protection Medal, Bronze Grade 
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25. Magyar Népköztársasági Érdemrend V. fokozata 

26. Munka Érdemrend ezüst fokozata – Szocialista Munkáért   

   Érdemérem – Kiváló Szolgálatért Érdemrend – Kiváló  

   Szolgálatért Érdemérem 

27. Vörös Csillag Érdemrend II. fokozata 

28. Magyar Népköztársasági Érdemérem arany fokozata 

29. Magyar Munka Érdemrend bronz fokozata 

30. Magyar Népköztársasági Sportérdemérem arany fokozata 

31. Munka Érdemrend bronz fokozata – Munka Érdemérem –  

   Szolgálati Érdemérem 

32. Vörös Csillag Érdemrend III. fokozata 

33. Magyar Népköztársasági Érdemérem ezüst fokozata 

34. Magyar Munka Érdemérem 

35. Magyar Népköztársasági Sportérdemérem ezüst fokozata 

36. Magyar Népköztársasági Érdemérem bronz fokozata 

37. Magyar Népköztársasági Sportérdemérem bronz fokozata 

38. 48-as Díszérem 

39. Tanácsköztársasági Emlékérem 

40. Munkás–Paraszt Hatalomért Emlékérem 

41. Bátorságért Érdemérem arany fokozata 

42. Haza Szolgálatáért Érdemérem arany fokozata 

43. Szolgálati Érdemérem 800 repült óra után – Szolgálati  

   Érdemérem 25 év után – Honvédelmi Érdemérem 25 év után 

44. Bátorságért Érdemérem ezüst fokozata 

45. Haza Szolgálatáért Érdemérem ezüst fokozata 

46. Szolgálati Érdemérem 550 repült óra után – Szolgálati  

   Érdemérem 20 év után – Honvédelmi Érdemérem 20 év után 

47. Bátorságért Érdemérem bronz fokozata 

48. Haza Szolgálatáért Érdemérem bronz fokozata 

49. Szolgálati Érdemérem 350 repült óra után – Szolgálati  

   Érdemérem 15 év után – Honvédelmi Érdemérem 15 év után 

50. Szolgálati Érdemérem 200 repült óra után – Szolgálati  

   Érdemérem 10 év után – Honvédelmi Érdemérem 10 év után 

51. Háborús Emlékérem 

52. Árvízvédelemért Emlékérem – Árvízvédelemért Érem 

53. Közbiztonsági Érem arany fokozata 

54. Tűzrendészeti Érem arany fokozata 

55. Közbiztonsági Érem ezüst fokozata 

56. Tűzrendészeti Érem ezüst fokozata 

57. Közbiztonsági Érem bronz fokozata 

58. Tűzrendészeti Érem bronz fokozata 




